Last Wednesday night amidst tears of joy, sorrow, and happiness, Miss Jeannie Hoyle was crowned Miss Valdosta State College for 1964 before a packed crowd in the VSC gymnasium. Upon receiving her crown from Miss Jeynally Garbutt, the retiring Miss VSC; she received a dozen red roses from Miss Ann Kirby, former first runner-up.

Freshman Dance

Tonight at the National Guarnery Armory was the annual freshman dance, also known as the “BATTLE OF THE RIVER.”

Big Weekend Starts Tonight

Tonight the Rebels take on Berry College. Tomorrow night they travel to Shorter in Rome.

Four Preps Worth Any Price!

Four Preps were a part of the entertainment at the Miss VSC Queen Contestants.

Rebels Travel

Tonight the Rebels take on Berry College. Tomorrow night they travel to Shorter in Rome.

Four Preps Worth Any Price!

By FAYE DAVIS

“I’m Eddie, I’m Glen, I’m Marvin, I’m NERVOUS!” With this beginning two hours of screaming, swooning, and swingin’, as the Four Preps entertained the audience Friday night, January 24, in the VSC Gym. The versatile Capital recording group delighted the student body with the announcement that the proceeds from this “benefit” performance were to help send CARE packages to the troops, and their companions, the Marty Harris Trio, aroused the fighting spirits of all true Southerners with strains from “Dixie” and “Sweet Georgia Brown.”

Putting their “Heart and Soul” into the Preps colloqued through “The Peace Corps Song” with imperfections of “Misty,” “Chapel of the Flowers,” “Alley Oop,” “Argyres, the Platters,” and the Four Freshmen (who they ever graduated) and with a diabolical little laugh banged the Kingston Trio to the tune of “Tom Dooley” and told “Dixie” to the audience.

Wandering about “Nervous?” After some rather not too feeble attempts for recognition, he glanced into the audience with the lingering words of “Heres Wears Full of Spring” and “Young and Foolish,” snapped it back to the cold, discordant reality of “Rhythm and Blues,” and offered some promise of relief from that air-shattering rock ‘n roll number with “Swing Down Chariot.”

Four Preps Worth Any Price!

Four Preps were a part of the entertainment at the Miss VSC Queen Contestants.

Work Has Started

On Library Addition

The Powell Library addition which the Regent’s approved has been started.

Treetops that were in the way have been removed, and the work is expected to be finished in a few weeks.
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The Campus Canopy

Letters To The Editor

Editor

Campus Canopy
Valdosta State College
Georgia

Dear Sir:

As you know, freshman registration was for the winter quarter was scheduled for January 2. The senior, junior, sophomores, and freshmen registration, where freshmen are hardly worthwhile dividends for the money spent, went off like clockwork. However, it was not a thing to be left undone.

In the first place, many of the students who attended the registration before 2 o'clock. The other freshmen, who waited outside the building, were told that they would register only after two hours of busyness. As a result, the freshmen students were forced to register only after two hours of the enrollment sheets, and the students were forced to register only after two hours of the enrollment sheets.

The second, rather than form a line, a group of fifteen freshmen formed a mob at the gymnasium door. The mob pushed and screamed, each person trying to get closer to the door. The mob was observed to last for about two hours some boys were clearly roused. It is unfortunate that such an attitude is that we cannot abandon pride in our government and culture to the extent that we lose participants or converts, that is, if we are to remain in existence. It is letting the pride of being an internation- ally, important. The Corps' objective attitude of not wanting to inter- fere with the free choice of people conflicts with the need for open expression. The attitude is simply wrong.

NATIONAL BROTHERHOOD

Beverly Ingram, Irene McMillian, Diane Snell, Gale Thomas.

Judy Pearson, Ann Timmons, Naomi Chapman

Beverly. Ingram. Irene McAlillian, Diane Snell, Gale Thomas.

Sincerely yours,
Neil Maxwell

Open Opinion

To Win

We Must Be Proud

The young Peace Corps Volunteer who recently visited our campus had a few strange words to offer on the attitude of the Corps concerning how to be humane and helpful to underdeveloped countries without being particularly interested in impressing upon the people that they must further democracy. It is bad because they must have no such underhanded influence. It is bad because they must have no such underhanded influence.

The unfortunate thing about such an attitude is that we cannot abandon pride in our government and culture to the extent that we lose participants or converts, that is, if we are to remain in existence. It is letting the pride of being an internationally, important. The Corps' objective attitude of not wanting to interfere with the free choice of people conflicts with the need for subjective portrayal of our so-called "American Way." Their attitude is simply wrong.

It is a basic and pre-faceted fact that this country and the whole Western world is at war with Communism, they intend to win, and we must not let childish dreams of INTER- NATIONAL BROTHERHOOD get in the way of hard work fighting that is going to he-e done to be done if we are to win in this struggle. The popular attitude of "Peaceful Co-Existence" is a delusion that is being promulgated by minor propagandists by the Communists, well designed to give people a secure feeling of peace. It will indeed be sad if we fall for this simple-tact, and let ourselves be the stronger, the majority of those people who fail to accept our way of govern- ment, then we will be forced to terminate the polity, as neutrals.

Being human and nice to far off lands is a project designed to give back to this country maximum dividends, and those who do not get those dividends, the majority of those countries fail to accept our way of govern- ment. Therefore, we will be forced to terminate the polity, as neutrals.

Remember, once Communism is chosen, there is no second choice. There is no sense in us getting too intellectual to realize the seriousness of this instance, and let us not ever be too civil- ilized to spit in the face of any man who thinks that he can take away from us which was so courageously fought for and won by our forefathers.
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Can You Imagine?
By DODIE LASHLEY

Gale Thomas’ reaction to a harmless spider? Poor little spider!
Mr. Robinson imitating Peachy Daniel at a basketball game? Y’all yell!
Lyman going without any campus stickers or “Down With Speed-breakers” signs on her car?
How many boys wear Jade East?
Marilou Clark mailing a letter with a green stamp? Good way to save five cents.
How many clerks at Cloister have?” Wonder if the reference have any?
An uninfomed person zooming down a ten mile boulevard?” He might fly over the first breaker but he will stop for the second.
Patty Clark wearing a size twelve pair of glass? What little feet you’ve got.
Peter Ván Horn, Bill Spillers, and Delma Bell as the owners of a cattle ranch in Argentina? Florence Darnell without any worries?
Mr. Brown wearing a toupee? “Just call me Yul, girls!”
A rocket landing on campus? Looks as if several “comets” hit Bob Mello’s Cadillacs and stood to earth.
Mr. Babcock driving a Model T Ford with self-operating wind shields?
Paul Petri taking students’ coffee as he cleans tables in the Student Center? Mr. Belpink doing a L.O.N.G test?
Wallace Samsbury’s secret knock? Ask Betty Patten.
Judy Roberts losing her bed sheets? Why not look on the bed?
A week with no first period classes on Monday and no afternoon classes on Friday? Keep imagining!

For Lovers Only
It is always interesting to know about the good fortune of people. In the past we have precipitated such things as establishment of permanent marriage plans, almost permanent marriage plans, or pinning, and those who are toyed around with are treading around with the idea.
Around and about the vast V.S.C. campus, find that Judy Strickland and Bill Trussell, Peggy Alexander and Mike Reubin, Nancy Casey and Marcus Shipman, Betty Devane and Bill Chadwick, and Janis Moody and Tommy Foiglone have taken the last step, marriage.
Those contemplating it, Betty Patten and Wallace Sandbury, Peggy Alexander and Mike Reubin, Beth McKeel and Cecil Cannon, and Sandra Riggins and Dave Hinson will have this week.
Those carefree and often seen on campus couples are: Gerri Amon, Lewis Singletary; Kay Powell, Jimmy Griffin; and Kay Powell, Jimmy Griffin; and Kay Powell, Jimmy Griffin.

Fad or Fashion?
By LEE HOBBs

One of the most important things you will learn when you come to college is how to dress with what to dress. You, if you are a boy have in your closet gant hirt shirts, golf sweaters with smoking jacket patch sweaters, sweaters, gold cup socks in various colors of burgundy, a very old faded sweat shirt, a well marked pair of faded jeans, a pair of tennis shoes no prefererably with hots, and not necessarily with shoe strings. Next comes a London fog jacket and a black umbrella. The latest addition might be a pair of rah-rah, better known as saddle-oxfords. I consider the latest name the more appropriate.
It is always interesting to know that they usually, even on a size 5 foot, look large enough out of place. The name rah-rah suggests yells and that’s exactly what they do — yell at you, preferably with hots, and not necessarily with shoe strings. Next comes a London fog jacket and a black umbrella. The latest addition might be a pair of rah-rah, better known as saddle-oxfords. I consider the latest name the more appropriate.

Sonnet XII
By SHEILA R. EDWARDS

Oh, tell me not in notes sent with a kiss
How many ulcers Coach Collins has
And tell me not in notes sent by post
How many boys wear Jade East?
My heart a sad tale of your love, be gone
Our troubled VSC student

Stay from me, never darken my glad heart
With those false thoughts I have no wish to hear.
From all the earthy world, I’ll cry it afar
For each thin, gay or sad, that could have been
If you, instead of loving now, loved then.

Circle K Officers Elected

Jimbo Smith will head the Circle K Club for the next year, having been elected president of the organization at a recent meeting.
Smith stated in his acceptance speech, “If the club is to continue to grow, it must continue to serve the interests of the college in the way we can do this is to continue our scholarship fund.”

Other girls just like the fellows. We not only make a feminine version of their shirts, socks, blazers, sweaters, and shoes but the time of the uterus and declaration that, “I’ll never wear that again because the girl down the hall has one,” is over. If she has one it’s a pretty good indication that we’ll go buy one tomorrow. V.S.C. has become once again a school of uniforms, in our blouses with long sleeves and bow neck ties and our sling shot slip shift jumpers, or our coachman dress or skirt, our flipped up hair styles, and our friend’s new sweater that exactly matches our roommate’s coat and socks and blouse, we lose ourselves in the mass and to add insult to injury our roommates’ same outfit with stack heels which we have to buy at a least! One thing tho’, we’ve not found a corollary to pipe yet.
ADENO'S CORNER

By the way, heard the girls in Conv in Converse are just wild about pizzazz. Someone said:

Heard another TKE brother went on a road trip . . . crashed into a house.

Teacher complaining that she had too many students to learn all their names, but after the first test she could match minds with faces.

Do you have noticed the cute saddle oxfords walking around with Pi Kappas in them???

Don't forget to support your basketball team in their next submarine lunch!!

Some one was overheard saying that supporting the administration's old memories as homecoming theme . . . like, uh, B.C.??

Rocker overheard asking Editor if it would be alright for him to offer a silent prayer at the next basketball game!!

ADPi Initiates 18

On Saturday, January 25, eighteen pledges were initiated into Delta Theta Chapter of Gamma Delta Pi Sorority. The events prior to initiation, that of a girl’s largeness known as Friendship Week took place during the week of Jan 19-22.

On Tuesday night the final service before the pledges initiation was held, at which time the girls surrendered their pledge pins to the Sorority.

Georgia State Patrol

Mighty Tricky

The Georgia State Patrol is out to stop speeding on Interstate 75. They have two patrol cars which sit a mile apart around a curve, and they clock cars passing between them. If you are going faster than the 70 mph allotted, it will cost you plenty.

Next time you use the road, watch for them, don’t let them outsmart intelligent college adults.

Odum, O’Neal Join Faculty

Two new instructors joined the faculty of VSC at the beginning of winter quarter. Walter Odum, an addition to the history department, teaches classes in Western Civilization and U.S. History.

He studied at the University of Florida and Florida State University, receiving his B.A. and M.A. degrees from F.S.U, and is currently working toward his Ph.D.

A native Georgian, Odum has lived in Florida in recent years.

A biology instructor is C. B. O’Neal, who teaches Biology.

Kappa Delta Shines

Kappa Delta Sorority held its annual White Rose Ball at the Valdosta Country Club January 18. Jimbo Smith was chosen Dream Guy of 1964. Smiles, cheers and tears accompanied him . . . as he walked to the platform to be hailed Kappa Delta’s new DREAM GUY. His pin-mate, Betty Jo Green placed the traditional kiss on his cheek.

Kappa Delta, in appreciation for his loyalty, presented John Gayl, last year’s Dream Guy, with a thirty-dollar gift certificate.

The excitement was climaxed to the spotlight to receive the Most Outstanding pledge award. Carol Gilson was presented the Most Inspired award. Sara Glynn was awarded the Scrapbook award.

Business Team Loses Ground

The VSC business team has fallen to fourth place in the seventh annual business competition in the mid-American Academic Conference. The conference involves nine colleges and universities in a competition in managing a theoretical corporation. The executive game extends over ten weeks, or ten actual months.

The competition, now in its second year, is sponsored by the Indiana University Graduate School of Business.

After seven quarters, Augustana College, Rock Island, Illinois, leads with cumulative earnings of $833,700. Second is Iowa Wesleyan, Mt. Pleasant, Iowa, with $890,000; third, Wilmington (Ohio) College, $815,000; and VSC, with $770,000.

Peopie In The News

Our SGA should have a feather in its cap for the concert by the Four Preps. Also, with Homecoming going BC this year there’ll be many stones to throw.

The officers and members of the freshman class, their efforts in behalf of the dance tomorrow night deserve much praise.

Teacher: “Joy, give me a sentence using the word ‘beauties’.”

Joy: “After deep thought, ‘You go on ahead — I’ll be beauties in a minute.’”

Only $14.99
Black & Burgandy

Saddle—Also
Black & White Saddle

TEAM YEA

fight... fight... fight... give em...

the ax...

have that line fight... fight...

...YEA TEAM

whew pause

things go better with Coke

Bottled under the authority of Valdosta Coca-Cola Bottling Works
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Books Stolen, Indicates Need For Reform

By JAN McCARTY

EDITOR'S NOTE:
The problem of thefts from the VSC library has been an increasing one especially since a check was run to determine how many volumes are missing.
The work that has to be done in removing the cards from the Card Catalogue which may be from one to twelve depending on the book, is a fantastically complicated procedure.
It should also be pointed out that these thefts are not necessarily by VSC students. Free access to the stacks by anyone who wants to walk in and take them . . . .

Thieves, arise! You of the itch-fingered set may really be proud of yourselves. You have succeeded in lifting nearly a thousand volumes in a year and a half from the VSC library.

Hammbrick estimates that it will take $5.00 to replace a periodical, you can use asterisks. But in doing this, Krassner noted, "we may have raised a whole generation of college students who are excited by seeing the words 'plain brown paper.'"

Asterisks Can Be Exciting

(ACP)—How should you quote someone who has used obscene language?

The DAILY CALIFORNIAN, University of California, Berkeley.

"Is Pornography a Social Evil," quoted a contributing editor of Playboy magazine, Paul Krassner, as saying you have a choice.

 EITHER you can use the first and last letter of the word or you can use asterisks. But in doing this, Krassner noted, "we may have raised a whole generation of college students who are excited by seeing the words 'plain brown paper.'"

Short Skirts Tickle Knees

(ACP)—A shift is not a gear changer. A wrapping is not an automobile windshield. And cotton is not another compact car.

Johny thought for a moment, "I thirst after knowledge, after some fame, and some after money," said the Sunday School teacher, "and after what you thirst after?"

Peace Corps Anyone?

By ROBERT MAXWELL

On campus last week was the purpose of introducing students to the Peace Corps were Roger Landrum, a former volunteer in Nigeria, and Dr. Guy Wells, former president of G.S.C.W., now a field representative for the Corps.

Mr. Landrum spoke to several classes during the day, one of which was the political theory discussion, "Is Pornography a Social Evil," quotes a contributing editor of Playboy magazine, Paul Krassner, as saying you have a choice.

Either you can use the first and last letter of the word or you can use asterisks. But in doing this, Krassner noted, "we may have raised a whole generation of college students who are excited by seeing the words 'plain brown paper.'"

One She Wanted is Missing: Carol Cannon of Dawson Poses at VSC Library
Rebels Take Two More For 10-3 Record

Rebel - Triton
Game Memorable

With hoop boss Colston stomping up and down on the sidelines, shouting encouraging and constructive remarks to his boys, and the fans first up and then down, screaming their lungs out, the rampaging Rebels of VSC took their ninth win in a row from the favored team of FYes College of Saint Peters.

Colson made a few statements next time! The entire team got to play, with the second team gaining some much needed experience in game playing. This was one of the first games of the season in which younger men of the team had a chance to participate for any length of time.

This game was also unique in that a short half-time show was given by Joy Golding, who did a baton twirling act to the strains of "Dixie."

No tipping policy will not be effective during the evening meal.

Cigarette Machines
On Campus

(ACP)—THE DAILY ILIUM, University of Illinois, Champaign, wants university officials to remove cigarette machines from campus buildings. Most of the buildings on campus house at least one cigarette machine. The machines are administered by the student union and an "employees" fund.

The recent survey general's report linking inhaling of tobacco with cancer and other diseases makes it necessary for the university to reconsider its policy, the newspaper said.

Thank You, Chrysler

(ACP)—SAYS THE VARSITY NEWS, University of Detroit, Detroit, Michigan:

Recently the Chrysler Corporation made possible a Chrysler Corporation Student Fund.

Chrysler is showing its pride in the development of the post-war years with a willingness to give an integral part of that development. Chrysler leaders said they must be aware that education also means aid to Chrysler, because the universities are the feed beds for future Chrysler talent.

Lastly, by setting up this fund, Chrysler leaders have done a personal interest in the financial problems of our students themselves.

The fund can be the little extra that means the difference between hope and despair.

Rebels Overwhelm Piedmont Tigers

In a run-away game that was eliminated by a big 66-36 score, the Rebels took their second win of the season in conference competition from Piedmont College.

The entire team got to play, with the second team gaining some much needed experience in game playing. This was one of the first games of the season in which younger men of the team had a chance to participate for any length of time.
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This game was also unique in that a short half-time show was given by Joy Golding, who did a baton twirling act to the strains of "Dixie."

No tipping policy will not be effective during the evening meal.

Cigarette Machines
On Campus

(ACP)—THE DAILY ILIUM, University of Illinois, Champaign, wants university officials to remove cigarette machines from campus buildings. Most of the buildings on campus house at least one cigarette machine. The machines are administered by the student union and an "employees" fund.

The recent survey general's report linking inhaling of tobacco with cancer and other diseases makes it necessary for the university to reconsider its policy, the newspaper said.

Thank You, Chrysler

(ACP)—SAYS THE VARSITY NEWS, University of Detroit, Detroit, Michigan:

Recently the Chrysler Corporation made possible a Chrysler Corporation Student Fund.

Chrysler is showing its pride in the development of the post-war years with a willingness to give an integral part of that development. Chrysler leaders said they must be aware that education also means aid to Chrysler, because the universities are the feed beds for future Chrysler talent.

Lastly, by setting up this fund, Chrysler leaders have done a personal interest in the financial problems of our students themselves.

The fund can be the little extra that means the difference between hope and despair.
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